Introduction
During a document interpretation process, systems use two main types of knowledge: descriptive (primitive decomposition), and strategic (processing supervision) . The descriptive knowledge is usually employed contrary to the strategic knowledge, particularly during a vectorisation process. Vectorisation is an image processing step. It decomposes connected components into graphs of junctions, vectors, arcs, and curves. Many vectorisation techniques exist: thinning and contour based vectorisation, direct vectorisation, and mesh based vectorisation. There exist many common steps among vectorisation techniques, so the strategic knowledge can be used. This article present a vectorisation system based on the strategic knowledge use. We use an image processing library with an interface for the vectorisation scenarios construction and execution. In the following, we present in section 2 our image processing library. In section 3, we present the interface for the strategic knowledge acquisition, and some experiments and results. Finally, we conclude. . We may classify these vectorisation processings into three levels according to the manipulated data type (see Table 1) : an image processing level, a structured-data processing level, and a boundary level between the two previous ones. This boundary level permits the structured data extraction and the progressive object simplification [Son-02]. The boundary and structured-data levels processings export data in XML 2 format, which permits their easy manipulation between processings and the creation of graphic representations of results in SVG 3 format (a XML sub-language). 
Image-Processing Library

Strategic-Knowledge Acquisition, Experiments and Results
We use an interface [Sai-03] for the strategic knowledge acquisition and execution. In a first step, the user defines the context of analyzed image. Then, the user can use all our library processings to construct a scenario, each processing being realized from its dashboard representing a scenario stage. The user oversees the scenario construction (image or SVG results), and can at any time returns to any previous stage. When the user reaches his goal, he saves its scenario in a XML base. The user can search scenario examples in this base (by graph-matching and/or request tools) according to criteria of scenario structure, or contextual information on image. The found scenario can be exploited during a scenario construction or for a new application. With this interface, we have tested different vectorisation scenarios on different line drawing image types (symbol, architectural plan, maps). We have compared the vectorisation results with different scenarios according to the analysed image type. These tests show the strategic knowledge ability on the vectorisation results according to the analysed image type.
Conclusion
In this article we have presented a vectorisation system based on strategic knowledge use. The image processing library and the interface used permit to construct different vectorisation scenarios. This permits to test different strategies according to the recognition goals, and to easily adapt the system to new applications.
